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Cloud for Service Providers  

This paper describes the architectural outline of an infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud that 

Zimory built for an international enterprise oriented service provider. 

 

Challenge 

The project design goals provided by the customer were challenging in terms of achieving the 

technical goals outlined and completing it with the given timeline, which was overly ambitious. 

 

The main technical requirements that had to be fulfilled for the project are described as follows: 

 Service price rule:  price to be highly competitive 

 Service flexibility rule: platform to inter-operate with existing platforms 

 Service agility rule: platform to accommodate different business requirements 

 Service location rule: platform to potentially span across the globe 

 Service security rule: highest security standards 

 

The solution 

The platform was built using a very flexible block oriented design. This design approach allows to 

integrate a couple of the requirements that where part of the design goal. 

1. Service pricing goal: the block oriented design allowed the team to reduce upfront costs 

dramatically as the setup can grow incrementally. Also the independent modules within the 

block ensure that future procurement can be done without any lock-in, again enabling a best 

price-performance. 

2. Service flexibility rule: the designs and even actual physical setups for different modules can 

be taken from other services in the catalogue 

3. Service agility rule: the modular design allows effortless changing of single modules for certain 

customers in order to accommodate specific needs. 

4. Service location rule: inherently the block oriented design allows global distribution 

5. Service security rule: Using the modular design approach, different deployment models 

(private and hybrid) can easily be realized - even for single modules, it allows individual 

security requirements to be met, whilst still maintaining a very competitive price. 
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Solution overview 

In detail the modules were designed by decoupling the three main entities compute, storage and 

network. These components can be sized, added and changed independently as the Zimory cloud 

product is very modular and therefore can be adjusted to the different setup variants. 

 

  

Figure 1: Block based diagram showing the modules 

 

Figure 1 shows a simplified view of a possible setup of the modularized cloud. In this case, within 

Geolocation 1 there is a cloud setup with relatively a lot of compute power compared to the storage, 

whereas in Geolocation 2 there are different setups with one being more storage oriented than the 

other. Also network wise these setups are different, depending on the network usage; systems can 

more or less be attached to a single network access.  Similarly the storage subsystems which can be 

configured differently as depicted with multiple storage systems connected to a set of compute 

nodes and network access environment. 

 

Based on this physical design Zimory can deploy the Zimory cloud product according to the 
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requirements outlined. The Zimory solution is similarly modularized, consisting of two modules: 

zimory®manage and zimory®connect. These two main components are connected through a loosely 

coupled interface and can be combined in network-to-network fashion. This means one can combine 

a set of zimory®manage instances with a set of zimory®connect instances. zimory®manage is the 

software module that contains all user data and delivers the self-service portal, the user API and also 

the commercial settings. zimory®connect in turn controls the platform itself and interfaces with other 

systems in the datacenter and also contains a frontend for the technical administrator to control 

technical settings. zimory®connect can be further decoupled on a high-level view in the following 

modules: 

 zimory®connect Central: central workflow for a dedicated area including the compute workload 

manager. It also controls other components of a single zimory®connect setup. 

 zimory®connect Storage: Storage manager and storage cache for global distribution 

 zimory®connect Gateway: Network manager and interface to northbound global network 

 

More detail on the functionality of the different components can be found in the Zimory Technology 

Whitepaper. 

 

By applying this setup to the physical setup depicted above and referring to the technical rules, the 

Zimory product can be installed as follows: 

 

zimory®manage 

One instance of zimory®manage per customer (i.e. a single, large customer) or customer 

community. This pays into the Service security rule and the Service agility rule. Separating the 

customer’s data in different physical environments provides the highest levels of security. Also by 

separating these systems, the systems can be put into customer networks and thus integrated with 

an existing system, like a user management system (LDAP) to realize single sign on mechanisms. 

Furthermore, this installation allows the maximum freedom of customization to accommodate the 

business needs of the different customers or customer communities. 

 

zimory®connect  

The zimory®connect instances are installed according to the physical setup. Whenever a new geo-

location is added or within an existing geo-location, a new network area, storage area or compute 
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environment the according controllers are added.  

 

The entire system still optimizes the workload placement across the distributed and heterogeneous 

environment.  In order to comply with the Service flexibility rule a single zimory®connect is 

interfacing with different underlying technologies such as VMWare, Microsoft HyperV and also 

Monitoring technologies such as IBM Tivoli. In order to meet the requested timing and price goal, 

reuse of existing assets and processes was a primary goal. Therefore the zimory®connect instances 

showed their interfacing capabilities by connecting to various existing systems and also complying to 

many naming schemes, etc.  

 

Also entire geo-locations or modules within a single geo-location can be assigned exclusively to 

either a single user or a zimory®manage instance. This delivers the cloud service in different ways: 

as a private, shared or hybrid cloud. 

 

Conclusion 

The design and service goals given to the project team were ambitious.  These can only be fulfilled 

by choosing a modular approach, which increases the complexity for the cloud management stack. 

The Zimory cloud product can also be implemented without customer specific extensions due to the 

modular design of the software. This allowed the project team to launch and grow the service 

successfully. 

 

Why not ask us for a demo, use cases, or reference implementations? 

 

Contact information: 

Zimory GmbH 

Email: info@zimory.com 

Phone: +49(0)30 609 85 070 

Visit: www.zimory.com 

 

Address:  

Zimory GmbH, Revaler Strasse 100, Warschauer Strasse, 10245 Berlin, Germany 

http://www.zimory.com/

